Drug eluting stent designs abound and yet the dependence of efficacy on drug dose and elution duration remains unclear. We examined these issues within a mathematical framework of arterial drug distribution and receptor binding following stent elution. Model predictions that tissue content linearly tracks stent elution rate were validated in porcine coronary artery sirolimuseluting stents implants. Arterial content varied for stent types, progressively declining from its Day 1 peak and tracking with rate-limiting drug elution -near zero-order release was three-fold more efficient at depositing drug in the stented lesion than near first-order release. In vivo data were consistent with an overabundance of non-specific sirolimus-binding sites relative to the specific receptors and to the delivered dose. The implication is that the persistence time of receptor saturation and effect is more sensitive to duration of elution than to eluted amount. Consequently, the eluted amount should be sufficiently high to saturate receptors at the target lesion, but dose escalation alone is an inefficient strategy for prolonging the duration of sirolimus deposition. Moreover, receptor saturating drug doses are predicted to be most efficacious when eluted from stents in a constant zero order fashion as this maximizes the duration of elution and receptor saturation.
Introduction
Drug eluting stents (DES) have transformed the practice of vascular medicine with the simple idea that local delivery of potent compounds can provide high local concentrations with minimal systemic exposure. Yet the effects of drug dose and elution kinetics on tissue content and biological effects have yet to be defined [1, 2] . There is as yet no rational basis for extrapolating clinical experience with existing DES to expected performance of new DES, necessitating examination of each new DES prototype in vivo, even when only drug dose or elution rate is varied. This problem is now especially acute as novel drug loading technologies that minimize polymer contact, such as polymer free and reservoir technology DES, display a wider range of potential elution kinetics than traditional DES [3, 4] . The advent of these next generation devices does provide however a means of addressing some of the remaining questions -especially vis-à-vis release kinetics and dose. The recently developed NEVO™ Sirolimus eluting Coronary Stent elutes its entire drug load in a sustained fashion. By contrast, the first FDA approved DES, the CYPHER ® Sirolimus eluting Coronary Stent exhibits a first order burst in addition to a sustained mode of elution, allowing the examination of the significance of the mode of sirolimus elution.
We can then compare vessel wall retention of one drug when released with two devices of similar dimensions and loads in animal models and interpret these findings with computational models. Computational modeling offers an attractive framework that complements empiric studies of the influence of dose and elution duration on local drug deposition and anticipated biological effects [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] . Numerical models that account for drug elution from stent coatings, luminal convection and arterial diffusion have shown that stent-based delivery improves deposition of weakly retained drugs but only when the rate of drug absorption by the stented artery exceeds the rate of drug elution [1, 9] , otherwise drug is diluted systemically prior to arterial uptake. These models provide an intuitively appealing rationale for the efficacy of sustained-elution DES, yet fail to explain clinical experience.
Whereas the models predict a graded dependence of tissue content on drug dose and duration of delivery, in vivo studies suggest the existence of dose and duration thresholds that must be exceeded in order to exert biologic effect [3, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Here we analyze the dependence of tissue content and receptor-mediated drug effects on the coupled effects of drug elution kinetics, tissue transport and binding to non-specific proteins and receptors. We used a combination of in vivo experiments, computational modeling and analytical approximations to elucidate that the density of non-specific binding sites in the tissue relative to the eluted amount and the density of drug receptors determine the dependence of tissue content and receptor saturation on stent elution kinetics.
Materials and methods

Stents
We compared arterial drug content achieved with sirolimus eluting stents (SES) chosen to provide mono-phasic and bi-phasic elution kinetics. The CYPHER ® Stent (Cordis Corporation, NJ) and a prototype of the NEVO™ Stent (Cordis Corporation, NJ) are appealing comparators as they have similar dimensions and equivalent doses per stent surface area, but distinct designs that provide different elution kinetics (Fig S1 Online supporting material). CYPHER ® Stents (3.5 mm×18 mm) incorporate a nominal sirolimus dose of 175 μg that is immiscible within a multi-component carrier matrix, poly(n-butyl methacrylate) [PBMA] and poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) [PEVA] that conforms to the surfaces of the stent scaffold [15] . The coating is applied on a poly(o-chloro-p-xylylene) [parylene-C] treated stainless steel stent. Prototype NEVO™ Stents (3.5 mm×17 mm) incorporate a nominal sirolimus dose of 166 μg that is formulated with poly(DL-lactic-coglycolic acid) [PLGA] as matrix-type release systems. Hundreds of discrete holes are drilled through the metal stent scaffold and loaded with drug-polymer-solvent formulation using a high-speed, optically-guided, nanodroplet injection system [16, 17] . Multiple injections of uniform droplet size deliver the polymer-drug solution to form individual matrix systems. Cycles of filling and drying are repeated until the desired drug load is attained. 
Porcine coronary artery model
Mathematical modeling
Drug elution kinetics
Understanding the determinants of drug elution kinetics from stents is a topic of ongoing research and some controversy [19] . Early models of drug elution from CYPHER ® Stent coatings described the tri-layer coating as a reservoir/membrane system, whereas a fast eluting two-layer prototype was described as a drug in matrix (monolith) system [2] . However, the elution kinetics of standard CYPHER ® Stents significantly deviate from the expected zero-order kinetics of reservoir/membrane systems, whereas the bi-layer does display zero order elution. Subsequently, imaging studies of CYPHER ® Stent coatings [20, 21] and similar conformal coated DES [22] [23] [24] explained that drug distribution can deviate from the idealized layered designs due to the influence of mixing and drying that occurs during coating manufacture. Specifically, images of the coatings revealed significant concentrations of dispersed drug in the top-coat [21, [24] [25] [26] that are inconsistent with the reservoir/membrane description and explain observations of early drug bursts from CYPHER ® Stents and other conformal coated stents [5, 24, 27] . In light of these studies, we idealize CYPHER ® Stent coatings as monolithic films that contain two pools of dispersed drug, one that is surface-connected and elutes through a percolating network of drug filled pores, and another that is embedded within the matrix and diffuses more slowly through the percolating polymer phase. Following Hossainy and Prabhu [5] we assumed that elution of the surface-connected pool of drug is governed by diffusion; and as its elution is fast relative to the elution of the second drug pool, we invoked the late time approximation [28] and modeled cumulative elution of surface enriched drug as a first-order process. Following Barocas et al. [27] we assumed that elution of the matrix-embedded pool of drug follows
Higuchi-type diffusion-limited dissolution kinetics [29] . Thus, cumulative sirolimus elution kinetics from CYPHER ® Stent coatings were parameterized as (1) where M stent (0) denotes the initial load of drug per stent (μg), M fo is the initial pool of first order eluting drug (μg) with rate constant K fo (d −1 ), and Q sus (μg·d −1/2 ) is the Higuchi rate constant. As each of the holes drilled into NEVO™ Stents incorporates a matrix-type release system, Eq. (1) was also used to describe the elution kinetics of NEVO™ stents.
Tissue content and receptor binding
Sirolimus inhibition of intimal hyperplasia is attributed to its ability to inhibit mTOR signaling following its specific binding to intracellular FKBP12 [30, 31] . Sirolimus bound FKBP12 binds to FRAP (FKBP-rapamycin associated protein=mTOR1), a member of the phosphatidylinositol-kinase related kinase family. FRAP kinase activity, via signaling to p70 S6 kinase and eIF4E-binding protein (4E-BP1) is essential for progression of the cell cycle from G1 to S. Blockade of FKBP12-rapamycin binding domain of FRAP arrests the cell cycle at the G1 stage. Thus, FKBP12 acts as a well defined pharmacological receptor for sirolimus, and inhibition of mTOR signaling correlates positively with the concentration of FKBP12-bound sirolimus. To concomitantly predict drug distribution and biological effects, we therefore extended previous models of drug convection and diffusion [1, 6, 32] to account for saturable binding to specific receptors [33] and general ECM sites [34] ( Fig. 1 )
Here t denotes time since stent implantation, r is the distance from the intima, c is the molar concentration of free drug per unit tissue volume, b ECM and b REC are the molar concentrations of ECM-and receptor-bound drug, respectively; b ECM,max and b REC,max denote the local molar concentration of ECM-and receptor drug binding sites, and are the respective binding on-rate constants, and are the respective equilibrium dissociation constants, D wall is the transmural diffusivity of the drug and V wall is its transmural convective velocity.
As stent struts are thin relative to the arterial wall, we neglect their actual geometry and approximate the drug eluting stent using an equivalent phantom surface that elutes a defined drug load to the arterial lumen and wall ( Fig. 1) . Elution from the phantom surface is modeled by prescribed luminal and wall fluxes that are proportional to the in vivo net flux as inferred from residual drug content on the stent M stent (Eq. (1)). Denoting the surface area of the blood/wall interface as S lumen , and the efficiency factor for delivery into the wall as f wall , we obtain the following intimal boundary condition (5) with (6) Here r min is the radius of the expanded stent (1.75 mm) and A drug is the drug's molecular weight (914.2 g/mol). Such modeling presumes that the rate of stent elution is much slower than the rate of drug absorption by the arterial wall and can therefore be considered an independent variable [32] . This assumption is typically valid, as most stents deliver their drug load over weeks to months [35] [36] [37] , whereas drugs can traverse across the arterial wall within hours of delivery [7, 38, 39] . The periadventitial surface is assumed to act as a perfect sink for free drug (7) where W denotes the thickness of the arterial wall. To allow a comparison to experimental results we analyzed the relationship between drug elution rate and the total drug content per tissue weight (μg drug/g tissue) (8) Here ρ tissue =0.983 g/ml is the density of wet arterial tissue [40] . Similarly, we estimate the specific in vivo inhibition of the mTOR signaling pathway by sirolimus [30, 31, 41] through the evaluation of the average fraction of bound FKBP12 in the stented lesion (9) This formulation accounts for the essential determinants of drug content and effect in stented arterial segments. To simplify the presentation, we suppressed potential differences between drug transport and binding parameters in each of the three arterial layers [34, 40, 42, 43] . However, we verified that accounting for such differences does not alter the qualitative results as presented in this manuscript (Section SII Online supporting material). Eqs. (5)- (7) were solved numerically using the commercial finite element package COMSOL 3.5a (numerical methods are detailed in Section SIII Online supporting material). All reported numerical simulations account for arterial curvature through the inclusion of the second term in the right hand of Eq. (2). Note, however, that the latter term is of lower order than the first diffusion term for healthy porcine coronary arteries, as these are thin relative to their radius (W/r min =0.25). Numerical simulations illustrated that maximal tissue content was 10% lower when neglecting the curvature dependent term. Thus, in deriving analytical approximations of the model equations we neglected curvature effects to obtain an intuitive if approximate feel of the underlying dynamics.
Results
Drug elution kinetics
Sirolimus loads in CYPHER ® Stent and prototype NEVO™ Stent lots implanted in vivo were within 10% of each other (M stent (0), Fig. 2 ). By contrast, CYPHER ® Stents exhibited biphasic elution kinetics ( Fig. 2A ) consistent with 42.4% of the initial load eluting at a fast first order rate, the remainder eluting by diffusion-limited dissolution (R 2 =0.976, Table 1 ) at a 2-fold slower rate than that of prototype NEVO™ Stents.
Tissue content and receptor-mediated drug effects
Similar patterns of arterial content were observed for both SES types (Fig. 2B) , with sirolimus arterial content progressively declining from its Day 1 peak. Despite the consistently higher cumulative elution by CYPHER ® Stents and greater net polymer:tissue contact per stent length, prototype NEVO™ Stents provided consistently higher sirolimus tissue contents (Fig. 2B) . Were tissue absorbed sirolimus perfectly retained, one would expect tissue content to scale with the cumulative amount of eluted drug. The demonstration that cumulative elution is a poor predictor of tissue content therefore suggests that tissue absorbed sirolimus molecules undergo significant clearance. Thus, one may expect the rate of sirolimus absorption to be a better predictor of tissue content. According to our model, the rate of drug elution is the driving force for absorption into the wall (Eq. (5)). However, if elution rate is predictive of tissue content, why is it that CYPHER ® Stents elute sirolimus at a significantly higher rate than prototype NEVO™ Stents during the first day of stent implantation yet do not achieve higher tissue contents at Day 1?
These intriguing findings highlight the difficulty of interpreting the determinants of tissue content by intuition alone. To overcome this difficulty, we analyzed a coupled mathematical model of stent elution and sirolimus transport and binding in arterial tissue. As the equations of drug absorption and distribution (Eqs. (2)- (7)) are non-linear and depend on 11 independent parameters, it is anticipated that the model will exhibit qualitatively different dynamics for different ranges of parameter values [44] . Some of the parameters can be estimated based on stent and tissue geometry, while others were estimated based on our group's previous benchtop experiments with excised arteries (Table 2 ).
Parameters such as the density of drug receptors in the tissue and the efficiency factor for delivery into the wall can only be estimated through analysis of the in vivo data. Moreover, our previous studies have demonstrated discrepancies between in vivo and benchtop estimates of diffusion coefficient of sirolimus in arterial tissue [7, 32, 42] . To realistically simulate tissue content as a function of prescribed elution kinetics, we must therefore first estimate the remaining parameters based on a qualitative interpretation of the in vivo data, and use numerical simulations to validate these estimates. First, we note that the decline of tissue content during Days 1-30 for both SES (Fig. 2B ) implies that during this entire time frame, the rate of periadventitial sirolimus clearance exceeds the rate of sirolimus absorption at the luminal interface. This in turn suggests that sirolimus traversed the full thickness of the arterial wall within 24 h of stenting with either SES, which is plausible based on previous data [7, 38, 39] . The implication is that transmural sirolimus absorption and clearance are rapid relative to the rate of stent elution, so that once drug has fully traversed the thickness of the wall, concentration gradients in the arterial wall quasi-statically track the declining rate of drug elution [8, 50] , and can be solved for by neglecting the temporal derivatives of the arterial transport equations (Eqs. (2)- (4)) to find (10) (11)
As explained in Section 3.2, Eq. (10) is an approximate form of the quasi-steady state transport equation as it neglects the curvature term that scales as W/r min =0.25 for healthy porcine coronary arteries. Solving Eq. (10) subject to the intimal (Eq. (5)) and adventitial (Eq. (7)) boundary conditions we find that the distribution of free drug during the clearance phase (13) is proportional to the intimal influx of drug into the stented artery wall (14) Here (15) is the Peclet number, a dimensionless parameter that measures the relative importance of diffusion and convection across the wall. The magnitude of Pe will be estimated along with the diffusion coefficient. These approximations imply that once quasi-steady state is established the content of free drug in coronary tissue should proportionally track the rate of drug elution (16) The proportionality coefficient in this relationship depends on the rate constants of drug diffusion, convection, and the efficiency of drug transfer into the wall (Table S1 Online supporting material). Accounting for differential transport parameters in each of the ultrastructural layers of the arterial wall only alters the term in parenthesis which becomes a function of the intimal, medial, and adventitial Peclet numbers (Eq. SII.44 Online supporting material). In the presence of drug binding sites, Eq. (16) only accounts for the free drug content (Eq. (8)) and total tissue content depends nonlinearly on the rate of stent elution (Eq. SI.5 Online supporting material). Namely, the hyperbolic dependence of ECM-bound (Eq. (11)) and receptor-bound (Eq. (12)) drug on the local concentration of free drug renders the total content of bound drug in the tissue a function of the maximal concentration of free drug in the tissue (17) normalized to the drug binding dissociation constants of ECM proteins and pharmacological receptors. Notably, ECM dissociation constants are typically 3-4 orders of magnitude larger than the respective receptor dissociation constants (Table 2) . A detailed analysis (Section SI Online supporting material) reveals that such disparity between ECM and receptor dissociation constants renders tissue content a linear function of the rate of drug elution in three distinct drug binding regimes (Fig. 3 ) (18) In this relationship, the intercept corresponds to the saturated binding sites in the stented tissue segment, whereas the slope constitutes a steady state rate of drug absorption (per total tissue mass) and therefore is only influenced by unsaturated drug binding sites (Table S1 Online supporting material).
4.2.1. Regime I: saturated ECM binding, maximal efficacy-Maximal receptormediated drug effects require complete receptor-saturation. In one extreme (regime I, Fig.  3 ), drug influx is so high as to also saturate ECM binding sites (19) In this regime, the intercept of tissue content versus DES elution rate is equal to the total density of drug binding sites in the lesion, b ECM,max +b REC,max , and the slope is the same as in the absence of drug binding sites (Table S1 Online supporting material). The disparity between the dissociation constants favors specific over non-specific binding and implies that as the rate of drug elution declines over time, drug first dissociates from non-specific sites. This continues even as drug-bound ECM sites decline to a small fraction of total ECM binding sites (regime II).
Regime II: unsaturated ECM binding, maximal efficacy-
The affinity advantage of specific binding allows for drug influx to saturate receptors while only binding a negligible fraction of non-specific ECM binding sites (20) In this regime, the intercept of tissue content versus DES elution rate is equal to the density of receptors in the lesion and the slope is proportional to the non-specific binding potential of the drug in the tissue, (Table S1 Online supporting material). As the rate of drug elution declines over time, drug first dissociates from non-specific sites even though only a negligible fraction of these sites is drug-bound. Eventually receptor-bound drug begins to dissociate and regime II evolves into regime III of negligible binding and efficacy.
4.2.3.
Regime III: unsaturated extracellular binding, low efficacy-At sufficiently low drug influx into the stented wall, free concentration is too low to even saturate the high affinity pharmacological receptors (21) In this regime, DES efficacy is low due to negligible receptor binding, the intercept of tissue content versus DES elution rate is vanishingly small and the slope is proportional to the total binding potential of the drug in the tissue, (Table S1 Online supporting material). For DES of proven efficacy, this regime only sets in at negligible elution rates.
CYPHER
® Stent and prototype NEVO™ Stent saturate FKBP12 but not ECM binding sites-Binding regimes I-III account for all the scenarios in which tissue content linearly tracks the rate of drug elution, though not for all possible influx and binding scenarios (Fig. 3) . In particular, tissue content is predicted to depend non-linearly on the rate of elution when the associated c max is either comparable to the dissociation constants of ECM proteins or receptors . To determine the binding regimes maintained by CYPHER ® Stent and prototype NEVO™ Stent we re-plotted their associated tissue contents (Fig. 2B ) against their respective rates of sirolimus elution. Both plots are linear (Fig. 4A ) and while the intercepts for both SES are positive and of similar magnitude (3.3 μg/g vs 2.7 μg/g), the slope for prototype NEVO™ Stents is 2.9-fold larger than that of CYPHER ® Stents. Linearity validates our analysis, and since zero intercepts are only expected in the absence of drug binding sites or when only a negligible fraction of drug binding sites are occupied, positive intercepts are evidence for the significant contribution of drug binding to total tissue content. Moreover, as maximal tissue content (20 μM) achieved by both SES prototypes (Fig. 2B) is negligible relative to the estimated total density of sirolimus binding sites in the arterial wall (366 μM, Table 2 ), saturation of non-specific binding sites (e.g. regime I) can also be ruled out for both SES. Taken together, these results imply that sirolimus influx from both SES was too low to occupy a large fraction of ECM binding sites yet sufficiently high to saturate pharmacological receptors (regime II) throughout 30 days of implantation in porcine coronary arteries. Moreover, the intercepts in Fig. 4A estimate the density of sirolimus receptors (FKBP12) in healthy porcine arteries as b REC,max =2.9-3.6
μM, 100-fold lower than the density of ECM sirolimus-binding sites. As reference, T-cells express 6-7 μM of FKBP12 protein [51] .
As both SES maintain the same sirolimus binding regime, the ratio of the slopes in Fig. 4A reveals that prototype NEVO™ Stents transfer a 2.9-fold larger fraction (f wall ) of eluted sirolimus to the arterial wall compared to CYPHER ® Stents. To directly estimate transfer efficiencies we evaluated the ratio of Day 1 sirolimus content in the stented tissue to Day 1 cumulative elution, yielding f wall =0.0601±0.0242 for CYPHER ® Stents and f wall =0.1601±0.0677 for prototype NEVO™ Stents. That the ratio of these estimated transfer efficiencies only slightly under-estimates the ratio at quasi-steady state (2.7 vs 2.9) suggests steady-state is established around Day 1. Having estimated all the parameters except the in vivo diffusion coefficient of the sirolimus in arterial tissue we now estimate this remaining parameter. To focus our search we note that interpretation of the slope of tissue content versus stent elution rate (Fig. 4A ) based on the approximate formula for regime II (Table S1 Online supporting material) implies that sirolimus transport is diffusion controlled, Pe⪡1. Limiting our search to diffusivity values such that Pe<0.5 (e.g. D wall >5.2×10 −7 cm 2 /s) we find through numerical simulation of Eqs. (2)- (8) that tissue contents of arteries that received prototype NEVO™ Stents (Fig. 4B) or CYPHER ® Stents (Fig. 4C) are well fit by D wall =(2.0±0.5)×10 −6 cm 2 /s (0.10≤Pe≤0.17). This estimate of free sirolimus diffusivity in arterial tissue is significantly higher than our benchtop estimates [42] , but is consistent with the value (D wall =1.07×10 −6 ) predicted by Swabb's correlation of tissue diffusivity with molecular weight [52] . Normalization of in vivo tissue contents relative to the estimated density of sirolimus receptors illustrates that both SES saturate sirolimus receptors (FKBP12) by Day 1 and that tissue content becomes dominated by receptor-bound sirolimus at late times. Simulations of receptor binding (Fig. 4B ,C insets) confirm this interpretation and directly illustrate that both SES saturate sirolimus-receptors throughout Days 1-30.
Elution kinetics can optimize receptor mediated effects-Though both SES
are predicted to quickly saturate sirolimus receptors, receptor-bound sirolimus is predicted to dissociate slightly faster in CYPHER ® stented arteries than NEVO™ stented arteries (Fig. 4C, inset) . To examine whether this slight difference arises from the differential drug transfer efficiencies of these SES or from their differential elution kinetics, we conducted a numerical study which held the latter parameter constant and only varied the rate at which a constant dose of sirolimus (~74 μg) elutes over 30 days. Tissue content (Fig. 5B ) and receptor binding (Fig. 5C ) were simulated for two idealized elution kinetics, one that corresponds to the first order mode of elution from CYPHER Stents, another that corresponds to the Higuchi-mode of drug elution of CYPHER ® Stents (Fig. 5A) . Predicted tissue content peaked at Day 1 for the first-order mode of elution, and was equal to the density of receptors by Day 8. Tissue content displayed a lower Day 1 peak for the Higuchi mode of elution, and then slowly declined to the density of receptors by Day 30. Though both modes of elution saturated more than 98% of receptors by Day 1, by Day 30 only 36% of receptors remained bound for the first order mode of elution compared to 90% for the Higuchi mode of elution. Notably, though tissue content declined rapidly after Day 1 for the first order mode of elution, receptor saturation was virtually unchanged as long as tissue content was higher than the density of receptors (Fig. 5C ) thus endowing tissue content data with new significance, at least for sirolimus and its analogs. Remarkably, halving the eluted amounts (Fig. 5A ) only reduced the timing and magnitude of peak tissue content (Fig. 5B) , while minimally influencing late tissue content and kinetics of receptor binding (Fig. 5C ). These simulations illustrate that receptor binding is more sensitive to the kinetics of cumulative drug elution (e.g. duration) than to the eluted amount. Thus, the differential tissue content and receptor saturation prototype NEVO™ Stents (Fig. 4B ) and CYPHER ® Stents (Fig. 4C ) seem to primarily reflect their differential cumulative elution kinetics, namely that a sizable fraction of the initial load elutes in an early burst for the latter but not the former.
Discussion
Intravascular drug delivery has revolutionized the practice of cardiovascular medicine, and yet there is still no clear understanding as to how the timing, duration and dose of delivered drug influence biological outcome. The difficulty lies in balancing the complex multi-scale processes underlying drug elution, device induced injury, drug distribution and intracellular drug effects. Moreover, the various processes and scales can feed back positively or negatively with each other. Thus for example, slow tissue absorption might limit drug elution from the local delivery device [5, 9] , expression of drug binding sites can modulate drug distribution [7, 34, 38, 40, 42, 53] and injury can modulate the expression of drug receptors and ECM binding sites [53] [54] [55] [56] . Such complexity eludes simple intuition and limits the value of clinical, animal and computational studies that only examine elution kinetics, tissue content or pharmacological dose response. Mathematical modeling embraces this complexity and offers a unique framework for integrating existing knowledge on the underlying processes and predicting how their interplay determines biological outcomes under realistic in vivo conditions. We used this integrative modeling paradigm to provide novel insights into the determinants of sirolimus deposition and effect in stented arteries, and a tool by which to compare different SES prototypes.
Inferring sirolimus effects from tissue content
Though tissue content of drug has been touted as essential for evaluation of DES designs no theoretical or even empirical relationships has been established between in vivo efficacy and drug content. Cell culture dose response studies do not have direct bearing on the in vivo setting where the concentration of drug varies in space and receptors have to compete with nonspecific binding sites. Mathematical modeling offers a means of accounting for spatial variations and binding interactions and deducing in vivo efficacy [8, 50] , but its utility depends on the availability of transport parameters and binding coefficient estimates. In lieu of estimates of binding coefficients, previous models of stent based drug delivery [1, 6, 9, 32] used classical (linear) convection-diffusion models that are valid when tissue binding sites are far from saturation. Though such models were able to account for the influence of coating geometry, elution kinetics and thrombus on tissue content [1, 32] , they could not explain observations of dose and duration thresholds that must be exceeded in order to exert biologic effect [3, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Therefore, a central aim of the current work was to attain a comprehensive understanding of the coupled effects of non-specific and receptor binding on tissue content for the widest possible range of doses and delivery kinetics. This aim was achieved through scaling analysis which took advantage on the one hand of the disparity in the rates of drug elution and tissue absorption, which justified a quasi-steady state approximation, and on the other hand of the 4-log order disparity in dissociation constants (Table 2 ) which favors sirolimus binding to receptors over binding to non-specific tissue sites, implying that the amounts eluted from typical SES can saturate the former but not the latter. Taken together, these attributes were shown to result in a linear tracking of tissue content with elution rate. In vivo data validated this prediction (Fig. 4A ) and allowed the estimation of three critical model parameters, the density of sirolimus receptors in porcine coronary tissue, transmural drug diffusivity, and the fraction of eluted sirolimus that is transferred to the artery wall.
While all three parameters were critical for validating the model against in vivo data ( Fig.  4B and C) , the estimate that sirolimus receptors (FKBP12) are scarce relative to general sirolimus binding sites is of particular significance as it implies that binding to the latter may mask any difference in the specific binding to the former that might be seen with formulations that elute sirolimus with different kinetics. The disparity between the dissociation constants favoring specific over non-specific binding implies that such masking is prominent at high rates of drug elution and high tissue contents. As the rate of DES elution declines over time, drug first dissociates from non-specific sites, increasing the relative contribution of receptor binding to total tissue content (Figs. 4 and 5). As long as the rate of drug elution remains sufficiently high to saturate receptors, tissue content should linearly track the rate of stent elution with a vertical intercepts that is the density of receptors (regime II). These inferences and their validation (Fig. 4A ) allowed us to conclude that while NEVO™ prototype Stents achieved consistently higher tissue contents in healthy porcine coronary arteries, both SES provided receptor-saturating tissue contents during 30 day implantations ( Fig. 4B and C) , and likely well beyond. As inhibition of intimal hyperplasia by sirolimus is attributed to its binding to FKBP12, these data offer a mechanistic underpinning for the equivalent efficacy of CYPHER ® Stents [57] and NEVO™ prototype Stents [17] in similar populations. Moreover, the greater variability in clinical response to the former might be explained by the slight difference in the predicted rates at which sirolimus dissociates from its receptor in arteries that received these stents ( Fig. 4B and C) .
Though our data were acquired in healthy animals, there exists supporting evidence as to their relevance to atherosclerotic arteries in animals and humans. Through histological staining of animal and human tissue samples, we [53] and others [54] have found that injury and high cholesterol diets only minimally impact the steady-state expression of sirolimus receptors (FKBP12) relative to the control state. Thus, our estimate that 1 g of arterial tissue contains approximately 3 μg of FKBP12 should remain valid in stented human arteries. Moreover, through tissue incubation studies in receptor-saturating concentrations of radiolabeled drugs we previously showed that the drug content of atherosclerotic human tissue samples scaled inversely with cholesterol content and that cholesterol poor tissue samples of human and bovine arteries displayed similar capacities for these drugs [53] . At the extreme, cholesterol rich human artery samples exhibited an almost two-fold lower nonspecific capacity for sirolimus. Though this suggested that interstitial cholesterol can displace up to half of the non-specific extracellular sirolimus-binding sites, this would only have the effect of reducing the ratio of non-specific binding sites to receptors from ~100 tõ 50. Thus, while sirolimus content in SES stented arteries may vary with species and or disease state, such expected differences likely mask similar concentrations of sirolimus binding to its receptor FKBP12.
Dependence of efficacy on DES dose and duration of elution
In lieu of experimental means of assessing drug-receptor binding state in real time, we used mathematical modeling to predict the fraction of sirolimus-bound FKBP12 as a metric for in vivo drug effects (Fig. 3) . Scaling analysis provided a means of associating the rate of drug delivery with a proportional concentration scale (c max , Eq. (17)) that can be contrasted with the dissociation constant of receptor binding to estimate the level of receptor saturation and drug effects (Fig. 3 and Table S1 Online supporting material). Due to the nanomolar dissociation constant of sirolimus binding to its receptors, biological effects will display apparent threshold-dependence on drug elution rate, and thereby on dose or duration of elution (Eqs. (12)- (13)). As this scaling applies after the completion of the first wave of drug absorption, it is particularly powerful when applied to stents that elute slowly relative to the rate of absorption, including CYPHER ® Stent and prototype NEVO™ Stent. In contrast, though the computational model was validated and calibrated on the basis of these scaling approximations (Fig. 4) , it is generally valid and can be used to predict the tissue content and receptor binding achieved by general SES. The utility of the computational model is well demonstrated by our finding of differential tissue content and receptor binding kinetics for first order and Higuchi type elution kinetics that are only weakly dependent on the dose of eluted drug (Fig. 5) . Thus, the persistence time of receptor saturation and effect is more sensitive to duration of elution than to eluted amount. The implication then is that dose escalation is inefficient at compensating for sub-optimal duration of elution, so that efforts should be focused on sustaining elution rather than elevating the load. Clinical experience with sirolimus loaded polymer free stents supports these inferences [3, 58] .
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. (4)), and adventitial clearance (Eq. (7)). (Table S1 Online supporting material). Lower intimal free drug concentrations provide marginal (0.5>b REC /b REC , max>0.1) or low (b REC / b REC , max<0.1) receptor mediated effects. The favoring of specific over non-specific binding implies that regime I will evolve into regime II in an almost straight horizontal trajectory, and that regime II will evolve into regime III via a virtually vertical trajectory. (8)) and illustrate that tissue contents in excess of receptor density ensure receptor saturation for both SES. Receptor binding state is more sensitive to elution kinetics than dose. Eqs. (2)- (7) were simulated for hypothetical stents that elute 74 μg (lines) or 37 μg (dashes) by pure first order (K fo =0.53 d −1 , black lines) or Higuchi (Q sus =13.22 μg·d −1/2 , gray lines) kinetics (A). Tissue content (B) and receptor binding levels (C) were evaluated by integrating, respectively, the simulated distributions of total drug and receptor-bound drug across the thickness of the arterial wall. All simulations employed the same tissue transport parameter values (f wall =0.06, D wall =2.0×10 −6 cm 2 /s with all other values listed in Table 2 ). Table 2 Arterial-wall transport and equilibrium binding parameters of sirolimus. [7] k on
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